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Abstract. Geomarketing is a marketing approach based on the collection of georeferenced
data, and, in the public sector, its main purpose is the development of the territory. In this
context, it is important to survey citizens’ needs in a differentiated way over the area of
interest, and, in order to collect data referred to portions of the territory, we propose a
spatial questionnaire. Given the georeferenced responses, we exploit the potentiality of
Item Response Theory (IRT) models to measure spatially differentiated community needs.
The data collected with the spatial questionnaire and the resulting estimates of the
georeferenced IRT model parameters become a valuable information base to guide public
geomarketing. In this perspective, they constitute a Spatial Decision Support System
(SDSS) for public decision-makers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last 20 years, the concept of marketing has evolved and broadened to include
also the activities of the public sector. In 2008, the American Marketing Association
proposed the following definition: “Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and
processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that
have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large”. This definition
includes the role marketing plays within a society at large, and expands the previous
scope of the term to incorporate the concept that one can market something to “do
good”. This new perspective reflects how public marketing has become more and
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more present in the management of Public Administrations (PAs). The emergence
and growth of services, requested to PAs, are activated by the social need, which can
be defined as an assembly of personal requests whose meeting is considered, by the
members of a community, as essential to the assurance of a certain level and style of life
in accordance with the development level and statute of the group (Grigorescu and Saseanu,
2010). Therefore a fundamental stage in the public marketing process is the collection of
data, input and feedback from citizens. When the territorial element plays a significant role
in the assessment of social needs, it can be important to survey citizens’ opinion in a
differentiated way with respect to the area of interest.

In this paper, within the framework of public geomarketing, we propose a
strategy that combines a spatial questionnaire, for the collection of data referred to
single portions of the territory, and IRT models for the estimation of both subjects’
latent needs and the territorial differentiated necessity of the required services. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide a concise
review of the main concepts of public marketing and geomarketing and introduce
the notion of localisable needs and services. Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation
of the spatial questionnaire and the illustration of its utility for the detection of
localisable needs. The generalised linear mixed model approach for IRT models is
briefly discussed in Section 4, while their adaptation to localisable needs detection
is presented in Section 5. An application is provided in Section 6. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. FROM PUBLIC MARKETING TO PUBLIC GEOMARKETING

In the late 60’s, the concept of public marketing was for the first time discussed by
Kotler and Levy (1969), who defined the marketing as “the one serving and meeting
responsively the human needs” and started to debate on implementing marketing
strategies in the public sector. After long debates, marketing has developed,
extending to the non-profit sector, since, as pointed out by Kotler and Lee (2006),
it proves itself to be the best ground for planning in a public institution wanting to
meet citizens’ needs and to have an actual contribution. Since the last decade of the
20th century in Europe, the public sector has started to see its clientele as customers
(Cousins, 1990) and public administrations have begun to catch the benefits of
applying marketing tools and strategic marketing planning in order to “sell”
policies to their citizens (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009). However, there is a
fundamental difference between marketing in private and public sectors: in private
institutions, marketing focuses on goods and services produced for sale, while in
public institutions, centres on meeting people’s needs through the offered intangibles.
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Public marketing promotes programmes developed by the public sector to the
beneficiaries by means taken from commercial marketing, but does not have the
primary objective and purpose of selling a specific product. The public marketing
objective is, ultimately, a utilitarian purpose for which the public system exists
(Kotler and Lee, 2006). Public marketing is the optimal management of the encounter
between supply and demand, between the public and its services and the beneficiaries:
citizen-users, businesses and organised groups (Foglio, 2003).

In order to include all the categories of beneficiaries in an umbrella term, some
authors use the more generic term “stakeholders”. The public marketing purpose is
to improve the management of the relations with the stakeholders, providing them
with a technical analysis of the public market, as well as policies and strategies to
meet their needs. The public marketing process requires different steps. Starting
from the analysis of the public market, the PA must identify the stakeholders’ needs
and set the services to be provided. Only after these steps, it is possible to plan the
marketing actions, proceed towards their implementation, check the proper execution
and, finally, carry out any corrective action to adjust for possible deviations from
the initial targets (Foglio, 2003). The analysis phase of the public market, with the
subsequent data collection, is essential in order to implement a marketing plan
efficiently and effectively. The information can arise from two principal sources:
desk research, regarding the collection of data and documents that may be useful
to understand the public market; field research, regarding all types of research, both
qualitative and quantitative, that can be put in place to understand the issues under
question. In this context it is essential to contact the stakeholders, to understand
their issues and to get answers that will guide the marketing actions. A sample
survey is the main tool to collect this kind of data.

An important feature of PAs is that they operate within a specific geographic
area. Therefore, the geographical element becomes indispensable for marketing
and any marketing action must be targeted to a bounded territory. This means that
geomarketing (Amaduzzi, 2011) is very important when dealing with marketing
actions in the public sector. Generally speaking, geomarketing is the integration of
geographical features into various aspects of marketing. To implement a
geomarketing, it is not possible to ignore the Geographic Information Systems
(GIS), which can be defined as “a Decision Support System (DSS) involving the
integration of spatially referenced data in a problem solving environment” (Cowen,
1990). Therefore, geomarketing can be considered a discipline within the marketing
analysis which uses georeferenced data, in a GIS environment, in the process of
planning and implementation of marketing activities. Transferring these concepts
to the public sector leads us to talk about public geomarketing.
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As pointed out above, the planning of a public service requires the detection
of the stakeholders’ needs, which seldom are equally distributed throughout the PA’s
reference area. Therefore, it is important to make a distinction with regards to the
geographical differentiation of needs. On the one hand, people in different areas might have
different needs which can be thought of as geographically bounded in a sub-area of the
administered territory. In this case, PAs should meet these localised needs by offering the
services exactly where the requests are expressed. On the other hand, we can think of
localisable needs when the stakeholders’ needs are not geographically confined to a sub-
area and PAs have to respond not only by offering the required services but also by finding
the best place for their locations. In correspondence to these categories, we can respectively
talk about localised and localisable services. In this paper we will deal with localisable
services and propose a spatial questionnaire, aimed to collect data useful to support the
choice of their locations.

3. SPATIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DETECTING LOCALISABLE
NEEDS

Often a standard questionnaire contains questions involving responses strictly
linked to the space, namely responses which implicate the localization of points or
areas on the surface of the region of interest. For example, suppose to ask the
respondent if he/she wants to change his/her residence and, if yes, where he/she
would like to move. One possible answer to this question could be the specification
of an area by its toponym or its postal code. Another way of answering is through
a spatial question.

Imagine that in the questionnaire, just after the demand, instead of the blank
space or a list of proposed options, there is a map of the region of interest on which
the interviewee can directly answer. The responses can be given on a digital map,
which is a GIS map on a computer screen. This GIS map can be covered by a grid
with pixels of a certain fixed size (Figure 1) or can be based on administrative areas
(Figure 3). In the latter case, the responses are located inside a certain number of
irregular areas such as census districts, or, on a smaller scale, municipalities,
regions or even countries. Of course, the type of district depends on the size of the
area under analysis; if, for example, we want to investigate the needs of the citizens
of a small town, the census could be a good choice.

The formulation of the demand with the use of a spatial question provides a
series of advantages. Firstly, the interpretation of the demand is simplified because,
with a whole vision of the area of interest, one is easily orientated. In addition, a
spatial question allows to control the precision of the responses, because the choice
of the pixel size or of the administrative areas implies a specific spatial resolution
in the responses. Furthermore, a response on a grid of pixels or irregular subdivision
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of the territory can be directly used in a GIS environment, respectively as a raster
or vector layer (Cowen, 1990). In this way it is also possible to collect different
information on the same map, like Figure 1, where the respondent can indicate his/
her current residency, together with different preferred locations for a new residence,
with different degrees of importance. In a spatial questionnaire it is also possible to
set constraints, namely locations in which it is unfeasible to provide a judgment. For
example, if the question regards the preferred places where to locate a public
building, probably some areas of the city could be excluded a priori. However, the
main advantage of the GIS map specification is that it is also easier to collect
geographical covariates for each pixel or administrative area. For example, social
indicators of each area can be used to analyse the statistical association between the
responses and the social structure of the corresponding area.

On the drawback side, even within a small geographic area and using very
large cells, their numerosity could be considerable and it would take a long time to
give a response for each cell. A possible solution is to use a default value for all the
cells and ask to place a response only where the answer is different from the default.
For example, the simplest form of a spatial questionnaire is based on a grid of pixel

Figure 1: An example of a spatial question

Question 1: Where is your current residence?
Please, indicate with “0” the pixel where you reside.

Question 2: Which are the best places where you would like to live?
Please, indicate with “1”, “2” and “3” the degree of prefence for a new residence
(1 = quite preferable; 2 = much preferable; 3 = absolutely preferable).
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with dichotomous cells. Only one question with two possible responses (yes/no,
true/false, agree/disagree) is asked on the map. By default, each cell can contain the
value 0 for the negative reply, and the respondent has to change it in 1 only for the
cells where he/she wants to give an affirmative or positive answer.

Furthermore, in the case of polytomous questions, a default category can be
chosen to fill the entire map before the questionnaire is administered. For example,
in Di Zio and Fontanella (2013) a spatial questionnaire has been exploited to
investigate the perceived crime risk in different areas of the city, using a 5-point Likert
scale. In this case, every cell has been set to a default value, as the number 3, and the
respondent could change it into one of the other categories only for the cells where the
perceived risk is different. It is clear that a sample survey containing a question like this
leads immediately, without any further elaboration, to the construction of a perceived risk
map.

In principle each type of spatial referred question used in a standard
questionnaire can be implemented in a spatial questionnaire. What we want to
emphasise is that, with this type of questionnaire, the collected data are immediately
georeferenced, so in addition to the responses to the spatial question, one collects
further information regarding the geographical location of the phenomenon under
investigation.

Given a localisable need, in order to obtain a geographical representation of
the stakeholders’ requirements PAs can exploit the instrument of the spatial
questionnaire. After the calibration of the geographical area of reference and the
definition of the dimension of the pixels or the administrative areas, a digital form
of the spatial questionnaire can be prepared in a GIS environment. This type of
questionnaire is not an alternative to a standard questionnaire but it is complementary.
With the use of a spatial questionnaire, georeferenced data, useful for the territorial
differentiation of needs under analysis, will be collected. In addition, a conventional
questionnaire might contain all the questions considered helpful to understand the
issues for the development of public marketing actions. In this way public
marketing and public geomarketing integrate, thus the whole process of marketing
becomes more efficient and effective.

The data collected using a spatial questionnaire are not only useful to identify
areas with different levels of needs, but, through the use of appropriate statistical
models, it is also possible to have geographically differentiated objective measures
of those needs. In the next section we introduce the class of IRT models suitable to
measure the levels of localisable needs starting from data collected by the means
of a spatial questionnaire.
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4. THE GENERALISED LINEAR MIXED APPROACH FOR IRT MODELS

Item Response Theory (IRT) offers models for latent trait analysis based on the
relationship between the probability of a respondent p (p = 1, … , P) to give a certain
answer (Ypi) to an item i (i = 1…, I) and both his latent trait (θp) and the item
characteristics. In what follows, we consider IRT models for dichotomous data
(Ypi = {0, 1}) as reformulated in the framework of generalised linear mixed models
(GLMMs, McCulloch and Searle, 2001). Though IRT models were not originally
cast as GLMMs, formulating them in this way easily allows covariates to enter the
model at either level (i.e., items or subjects).This and other advantages of casting
IRT models as mixed models are described by Rijmen et al. (2003), who provide
a comprehensive overview and bridge between IRT models, mixed models, and
GLMMs.

In a generalised linear mixed model, the observations are assumed to be
independent realisations from an exponential family distribution conditional on the
random effects, in addition to the covariates and fixed effects.

The mean responses µpi are now related via a link function ηpi = g(µpi) to a
linear predictor that consists of both fixed and random components. The predictors
that can be included can be of two kinds: simple indicators or real properties.
Considering we may have predictors for persons, for items or for both, some authors
(Adams et al., 1997a; De Boeck and Wilson, 2004; Zwinderman, 1997) have
defined a useful taxonomy for IRT models in a GLMM context. If only item and
person indicators are included, that is no properties are considered for items and
persons, we have a doubly descriptive model. If person properties are included, the
model is called person explanatory model. On the other hand, if item real properties
are present, we have the so called item explanatory model. Finally, if properties both
for persons and items are included the model is called doubly explanatory model.
A detailed discussion of the alternative models can be found in Wilson et al. (2008)
and their formulations for the estimation with the lmer function from the lme4
Package in R environment are given in De Boeck et al. (2011).

The simple model is the doubly descriptive model

ηpi  = θp – βi (1)

where the person parameter  θp  denotes the level of the latent trait for subject p while
the parameter  βi  is named item difficulty. Under the logit link function, the doubly
descriptive model, in equation (1), corresponds to a one-parameter logistic model
(1PL), which is commonly referred to as the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960).

Common practice is to assume that person parameters represent random

effects and are sampled independently from a normal distribution, θ σ
θp

N∼ ( , )0 2 .
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However, as pointed out by De Boeck (2008), also item parameters can be

considered as a random sample from a population, β σ
βi

N∼ ( , )0 2 .  Depending on
whether the persons and the items are either treated as random or fixed, four
different kinds of models can be defined: the Fixed Persons-Fixed Items (FPFI), the
Random Persons-Fixed Items (RPFI), the Fixed Persons-Random Items (FPRI),
and the Random Person-Random Item (RPRI). The RPRI is also known as crossed
random effects version of the IRT model (Baayen et al., 2008). As stressed by De
Boeck (2008), the choice between the four models is dictated by generalisation,
explanation and measurement purposes. A random person approach is suitable both
if the objective is to generalise the item measurements to the population of persons
under consideration and if one wants to explain the person variation through
external person covariates. In a similar way, if one wants to generalise person
measurements over items, or if one wants to explain item difficulties, a random item
approach is to be recommended. Measurement of individual elements is an
important purpose that would lead to the use of fixed parameters. If interested in the
individual items or individual persons measurements, the items and persons,
respectively, should be included in the model with fixed effects.

Looking at the person side of the data, the main goal of using the IRT models
is the measurement of individual abilities and indeed a test is used as a measurement
tool. If, together with the binary data matrix of the responses, we also consider some
covariates, another goal of IRT models is the explanation (De Boeck and Wilson,
2004) that is to correlate the measure to potential causal variables, while if we look
at the items side, we take interest in item covariates (also known as design factors),
therefore, it is interesting to explore whether the items relate to covariates, that are
general effects that are independent of individual differences.

The more comprehensive model is the doubly explanatory one. Under a logit
link, we have the Latent Regression Linear Logistic Test Model (LRLLTM), where
the person contribution is explained in terms of person properties, while the item
contribution is explained in terms of item properties without an error term:

η ϑ θ β
pi j

j

J

pj p k
k

K

ik
Z X= + −

= =
∑ ∑

1 0
. (2)

In equation (2), Zpj is the value of property j ( j = 1, … , J) for person p and
ϑj is the fixed regression weight of property j. The person parameters, θp, can be
considered either as fixed (Joint Maximum Likelihood -JML- version of the 1PL
model, De Boeck et al., 2011) or as random effects (Marginal Maximum Likelihood
-MML- version, De Boeck et al., 2011). Furthermore, differently from the Rasch
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model, in the LRLLTM the item parameter βi is replaced by a linear function,

β β
i kk

K

ik
X=

=∑ 0
, in which Xik is the value of item i on item property k (k = 0,…, K)

and βk is the regression weight for the item property k. Note that we need an item
predictor Xi0 = 1, for all values of i, so that β0 represents the item (fixed) intercept.
To implement such a model an item properties matrix is needed, and this matrix
explains the item difficulty in terms of item properties. An interesting extension of
this model is the LRLLTM plus error (De Boeck, 2008; Janssen et al., 2004), which

means that an error term is added to the linear function β β ε
i kk

K

i
= +

=∑ 0
 and in

equation (2)

η ϑ θ β ε ε
pi j

j

J

pj p k
k

K

ik i i
Z X N= + − +

= =
∑ ∑

1 0

        ∼ 00 2,σε( ) (3)

The LRLLTM plus error formulation allows for random effects for item

parameters, β σβ
εi

N
kk

K

ik
X∼

=∑( )0

2, .
Without item covariates, equation (2) reduces to the Latent Regression Rasch

Model (LRRM) which includes person properties to explain the differences
between individuals with respect to the latent variable. On the other hand, if we
consider only item covariates we have the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM),
which includes item properties to explain the differences between items, with or
without an error term.

If items can be nested within different dimensions, it is possible to consider
a multidimensional 1PL model which includes item partition covariates (De Boeck
et al., 2011). The item partition matrix plays the same role as a confirmatory factor
loading matrix. In this case we can define more than one random effect for subjects
(Rijmen and Briggs, 2004). If only one partition is involved, the model is a between-
item multidimensional model (Adams et al., 1997a) meaning that each item is a
measurement of only one dimension and the model is identified. If more than one
item partition is involved, we have a within-item multidimensional model, and
restrictions must be imposed (De Boeck et al., 2011).

On the other hand, if persons can be nested in groups, it is possible to consider
a multilevel 1PL model which includes person partition covariates (De Boeck et al.,
2011).
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5. USING IRT MODELS TO MEASURE LOCALISABLE NEEDS

The spatial element has already been abundantly used in Item Response Theory models,
but generally as a person grouping level in a multilevel context (Adams et al., 1997b).

In our proposal, the geographical element enters the IRT model as a characte-
risation of the items. Given a single demand of a spatial questionnaire, we can
consider each area (pixel or administrative subdivision of the territory) a single
item. Therefore, we have a number of items equal to the number of areas and, in the
following, we will use the term item-cell to denote them. Here we use the term “cell”
in a general meaning, including both regular pixels and irregular administrative areas.

To set notation, if the whole administrative territory is divided in I cells, for
the simplest case of binary data, Ypi = 1 denotes the positive response of respondent
p to item-cell i. If the question is related to the relevance of a particular service, an
affirmative answer means that the interviewed expresses a need for the proposed
service with reference to a given geographic area.

In our approach we assume that the stakeholders’ responses can be explained
by a latent trait θ, that we call latent need, and by the non-relevance of the service
in the different cells of the territory. Therefore, the item-cell parameter, β, referring
to the service unnecessariness, can be thought as superfluity. An Item Characteristic
Curve (ICC), describing the relationship between the probability of a positive
response to an item-cell and the need scale, is derived for each cell.

Another important point, regards the use of item covariates in order to explore
whether the differences between item-cell parameters relate to covariates. As seen
in Section 4, both the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM) and the latent regression
LLTM include item properties to explain the differences between items. In our
approach, starting from the administrative areas, it is simple to consider as item-cell
covariates any kind of socioeconomic indicators.

6. THE SHIP-OWNERS OF THE PESCARA HARBOUR: AN
APPLICATION ON FISH STREET MARKETS

To illustrate the usefulness of a spatial questionnaire for public geomarketing purposes,
we consider, as a case study, a survey aimed to detect the opinions of the members of
a shipowners’ association (stakeholders) about the best locations for some fish street
markets in the city of Pescara. Pescara is the most populous city of the Abruzzo region,
located on the Adriatic Sea. Pescara port, conceived mainly as a staging area to be used
by numerous local fishing fleets, harbours and 117 fishing boats.

For several years shipowners have complained about a number of difficulties
related to the harbour and the marketing of fish, and have set up an association
aimed to deal with the emerging problems and to present their needs and requirements
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to the city government. Along with other issues, the continuous increase in the
number of commercial centres has caused significant economic damages. Therefore,
among the other services the Shipowners Association asks for, there is the need to
establish a number of fish street markets at strategic points of the city, in order to
sell their catch directly, without intermediaries and at competitive prices. To
respond to this request, the municipality of Pescara should, first of all, identify
where to locate the points of sale and, to this end, adopt a geomarketing approach.

To build the spatial map for our questionnaire, we started from a GIS census
layer (source ISTAT, 2011) considering the 749 census areas of the city of Pescara.
The dimensions of the census areas are very variable, ranging from a minimum of
742 square metres to a maximum of 4.1 Sq. Km. For a spatial questionnaire, the
census areas are too numerous and often too small, therefore we aggregated them
into 91 bigger cells, according to a subdivision used by the municipality for a variety
of purposes, including the construction of traffic zones.

By using the dissolve function with ArcGis 9.2 (ESRI ©) we created a new
map, containing 91 cells, that represents the base for the spatial questionnaire
(Figure 2). During this aggregation we preserved a series of socio-economic
indicators which can be considered as item-cell covariates.

Figure 2: Subdivision of the territory in 91 cells

MONTESILVANO

SPOLTORE

SAN GIOVANNI TEATINO

CHIETI

FRANCAVILLA AL MARE

TORRE VECCHIA TEATINA

Item-Cells

neighboring Munic.

Legend
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Figure 3: The spatial questionnaire on Excel platform

In this application, only a question formulated as follows is considered:
“According to your opinion, which are the best locations to establish a fish street
market?”. The respondents were asked to indicate from 8 to 10 locations. With the
aim to speed up the collection of data and to facilitate respondents, we set up an
Excel interface (Figure 3). The default value for all the 91 cell is 0, and a button
allows the respondent to automatically change it to 1. Furthermore, in order to
facilitate the identification of different areas, a satellite image of the city has been
placed under the layer of the areas.

The spatial questionnaire was administered to a sample of 52 shipowner
members of the Association. Figure 4 shows the percentage of positive answers for
each cell.

In order to measure the spatial differentiated level of needs, we apply a 1-PL
model for dichotomous data, in which we include both item property and item
partition covariates. The item partition covariates refer to the division of the
reference territory into four macro-areas of particular interest, defined by consulting
the stakeholders. The first area, defined as the Pescara River area, is a band of about
2 Km around the Pescara river, which extends inward to about 1.5 Km. This is the
place where boats dock and where the ship owners, once landed, want to sell freshly
caught fish. This macro-area includes 24 cells covering a surface of 4 Km2 (11.6%
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of relative frequencies for positive answers

of the city surface). The second macro-area, named Airport area, is located on the
western edge of the city, near the airport, and is an area full of shopping malls.
Stakeholders complain about the competition of the various shops in this area. It
contains 6 cells with a total surface of 4.9 Km2 (14.2% of the city surface). The third
macro-area (South Pescara area) is located on the border with the municipality of
Francavilla al Mare, along a very important main road, and includes 6 cells for a
surface area of 2.3 Km2 (6.7% of the city surface). According to the shipowners, this
area is strategic because it is the gate of the city and then a crossing point for
potential customers. The remaining 55 cells, occupying a surface of 23.2 Km2

(67.5% of the city surface), constitutes the fourth macro-area named Rest of the city.
This macro-area is the reference area for the estimation of the model parameters.

As item-cell property covariates we consider some indicators related to the
surface, the population and the labour market of each cell. The selected variables
are described in Table 1, where we present also some descriptive statistics; their
spatial distributions are represented in Figure 5.
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Table 1: Item property covariates

Covariate Description Mean Std Min Max
Surf Surface (Km2) 0.38 0.58 0.05 4.13
Popdens Population density per Km2 6600 4700 100 19700
Unemp Ratio of unemployed to employed 9.29 5.01 0 29.56

workers (%)
Empagric Ratio of  employees  in agriculture 1.62 1.15 0 6.03

over the total employment (%)

Given the item property covariates, the estimation of the item and person
parameters is obtained through a LLT plus error model:

η θ β ε
pi p k

k

K

ik i
X= − +

=
∑

0
(4)

with a RPRI formulation which allows both for person and item random effects:
θ σ ε σθ εp i

N N∼ ∼( (, ), , ).0 02 2  The estimation of the model has been performed
through the     lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2013) and, since the selected item
property covariates are measured in different units, we consider standardised
values. Initially we fit a model that includes by-subject and by-item random
intercepts, and by-subject random slopes for the item partition covariate macro-
area with potential by-subject heteroskedasticity with respect to macro-area. This
formulation allows the estimation of the correlation parameters of the by-subject
random effects. In the lme4 environment, the model specification is:

f m1 < – lmer(Score ~1+Macroarea+Sur f +Popdens+U nemp+Empagric+
(1 + Macroarea|Sub ject) + (1|Item), data, binomial).

This model presents high correlation parameters (-1.00;1.00) for the subject
random effects which are an indication of an over-parameterization in the model
(Baayen et al., 2008). We first simplify the model by removing the correlation
parameters and by assuming homoskedasticity for the subjects with respect to the
macro-areas (Bates et al., 2013):

f m2 < – lmer(Score ~ 1+Macroarea+Sur f +Popdens+U nemp+Empagric+
(1|Sub ject) + (1|Macroarea : Sub ject) + (1|Item), data, binomial).

For this model the variance for the by-subject random intercept is small,
therefore, we further simplify to a model with only by-subject adjustments for
macro-area:

f m3 < – lmer(Score ~ 1+Macroarea+Sur f +Popdens+U nemp+Empagric+
(1|Macroarea : Sub ject) + (1|Item), data, binomial).
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In order to verify that the choice of the f m3 model is justified, we compare the
model fits according to various criteria (Table 2). In this comparison, we consider
also the RPRI model including only by-subject and by-item random intercepts:

f m4 < – lmer(Score~ 1+Macroarea+Sur f +Popdens+U nemp+Empagric+
(1|Sub ject) + (1|Item), data, binomial).

Table 2: LLT Model comparison

Model         Df             AIC               BIC           logLik        Chisq      Chisq Df     Pr(>Chisq)

 fm3           10           2532.6           2597.2        -1256.3                                                       

 fm4           10           2543.4           2608.0        -1261.7          0.0              0                 1.000

 fm2           11           2534.6           2605.7        -1256.3        10.8              1                 0.001

 fm1           19           2536.2           2659.0        -1249.1        14.4              8                 0.073

The values of both Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian
Criterion (BIC) favour model f m3.

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of item property covariates
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The fixed and random effect parameter estimates for model f m3 are presented
in Table 3. Since in lme4 item parameter estimates must be interpreted as easiness
instead of difficulty (De Boeck et al., 2011), in the localisable need framework we
can define the latent variable associated to the item-cells as needfulness. The fixed
effect estimates associated to the level of the item partition covariate macro-area
(Table 3) show that, with respect to the Rest of the city area, the necessity of fish
street markets is significantly higher in the Pescara River and South Pescara areas.
In addition, the needfulness decreases with the increase of the cell surface and the
population density, while it is positively correlated to the percentage of employees
in agriculture. It is worth noting that the employees in agriculture comprise also
people employed in the fishing industry. There is no significant dependency on the
incidence of unemployment. For the random component part of the model, we
notice that most of the variance is explained by the item random intercept, though
there is also a contribution of the subject-by-macroarea variability.

Table 3: Parameter estimates for model f m3

Random effects Name Variance Std.Dev.
Macroarea:Subject (Intercept) 0.187 0.432

Item (Intercept) 0.697 0.835

Fixed effects Estimate Std.Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept) -3.372 0.166 -20.297 < 2e-16 ***

Pescara River area 1.644 0.285 5.767 0.000 ***

Airport area 0.328 0.486 0.674 0.500

Pescara South area 0.750 0.444 1.690 0.091

Surface -0.312 0.148 -2.104 0.035 *

Population density -0.512 0.144 -3.567 0.000 ***

Unemployed to employed -0.147 0.137 -1.070 0.285

Employees in agriculture 0.276 0.116 2.385 0.017 *

Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1

A visual illustration of the geographically differentiated needfulness of the
fish street markets is given in Figure 6 which represents the estimates of

β β
i kk

K

ik
X=

=∑ 0
 for each cell.

From the analysis of the findings, it is possible to notice how the ship-owners’
association members prefer to have fish street markets in the less populated areas
of the city, and in the smaller cells. Furthermore, the shipowners’ need is stronger
in the river area (just next to the port) and in the strategic area south of the city, close
to the border with the municipality of Francavilla al Mare. Another area with some
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evidence is located close to the airport, where there is a high concentration of
shopping malls. These results have completely confirmed the shipowners’
preferences, that want to sell their freshly caught fish using a short supply chain, that
is soon after the fish reach the harbour. In addition, they stressed how important it
is to counter the strong competition both from neighbouring cities and major
shopping centres.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an integrated approach aimed at investigating the
latent variables with reference to a spatial support. We have shown as it is possible
to collect data in a georeferenced manner by using a spatial questionnaire. Both
regular pixels and administrative areas can be used as a basic element, i.e. a cell of
a spatial questionnaire, and each cell of the spatial questionnaire acts as an item of
a test. Therefore, given the matrix of the responses to the item-cells, a latent trait
analysis can be applied in a geographical framework. The main assumptions of IRT
models have been cast in a territorial perspective. To this end, we have considered
the generalised mixed linear approach to IRT models, which provides different

Figure 6: Spatial representation of item parameter estimates
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advantages, like the easiness in dealing with both persons and items property
covariates and the possibility of considering grouping factors in a multilevel
perspective.

In our approach item-cell covariates are very useful and easy to collect. In fact,
any kind of socio-economic indicators or demographic indices can be used in order
to explore the differences between the various areas of the city in terms of the effect
they have on the latent trait. These considerations have led us to focus our attention
on some particular models of the IRT family, such as the Linear Logistic Test Model
(LLTM).

We applied these models in the context of public geomarketing, where starting
from the analysis of the public market, PAs must identify the stakeholders’ needs
and set the services to be provided on the administered territory. The exemplificative
case study has been designed to to detect the shipowners’ need with reference to the
best locations of fish street markets in the city of Pescara. We have used a spatial
questionnaire based on 91 item-cell obtained by aggregating the census areas of the
city. Through different specifications of the LLT model we have estimated the
needfulness of fish street markets for each cell and investigated the influence of
item-cell covariates on the choice of the localisations.

The possibility to present results on a map constitutes a relevant point of our
approach. In fact, GIS representations of both the data collected by means of a
spatial questionnaire and the item parameter estimates can be easily interpreted by
public decisionmakers. Looking at this model with the perspective of decision
support in the public sector, we can also say that it constitutes a Spatial Decision
Support System (SDSS) for public geomarketing actions.

As further developments of this approach, it could be interesting to explore the
two- parameter IRT models (Birnbaum, 1968), which includes a parameter for the
discrimination of the item in terms of ability. On the territory the discrimination
parameter indicates how different locations contribute in discriminating people
with different levels of need.

The aspects related to the item and test information (RB) are also of particular
inter est, considering they can provide guidance on how each portion of the territory
(item-cell) contributes to differentiate the stakeholders needs.

Finally, the georeferenced approach can be extended to incorporate IRT
models for polytomous data (Di Zio and Fontanella, 2013).
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